I. INTRODUCTION Transformation of computing to services which are customerised and delivered like traditional utilities (water, gas and electricity) depends on computing paradigms such as cluster computing grid computing and recently cloud computing [1, 2] Cloud computing as a utility can transform and attract IT (information technology) services. This innovative idea reduces capital outlays as well as operation costs. Due to this potential capacity cloud computing is a fastest developing field in IT sector. Cloud computing is defined as the delivery of application as services over internet using the software and hardware facility of the service providers which can be either called as Software as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) or Platform as a Service (PAS) [1] . The hardware and software part forms the cloud which is generally called as public cloud were services offered in a pay as you use manner; comes under utility computing. On the other hand private cloud refers the restricted access to general public while full access to that organization/business that avail such facility. Cloud computing is the sum total of SaaS and utility computing facility were data centers (small and medium) are excluded while people can be either users or providers of the former aforesaid facility. Transformation of computing world towards development of software as services for a vast group rather targeting individual computers [2] .
Business applications capacities are offered by cloud computing services accessed over a network were customers are being charged by the service providers for the services being availed. Cloud computing technology delivers all the IT functionalities and dramatically reduces the upfront costs of computing which may give the cutting edge to the companies [3] . As a part of Total Quality Management (TQM), redundancy and reliability; providers especially Amazon, Google, Salesforce, International Business Management (IBM) and Microsoft have launched data centers for cloud computing around the globe [2] . The foremost milestone towards the goal of achievement of utility computing considered to be the vision of 21 st century was the implementation of Advanced
Research Project Agency Network (ARPANET) which later spread its popularity as the World Wide Web (WWW) and internet [4] . Cloud computing combines the convergence of IT efficiency as well as business agility with a real time response to the user requirements [3] .
In counterpart to cloud computing, the other widely explored computing paradigms include cluster computing and grid computing. Grid computing enables resource sharing between geographically distributed resources with inspirations from electrical power grids prospective. Cluster computing comprises parallel and inter-connected networks with group of computers working as single integrated computing resources.
Google search trends for cloud computing, grid computing and cluster computing from July 2010 till January 2013 is shown in figure 1 . web service provides a software system designed to support interoperable machine to machine interaction over a network [3] . The stakeholders in cloud computing is totally different from the traditional computing and involves consumers, providers, enablers and regulators.
In order to reduce capital expenditure and operational expenditure, there are some challenges to be addressed.
Amongst these are security and trust issues, since the users data has to be released to the Cloud and thus leaves the protection sphere of the data owner. According to
International Data Corporation (IDC) Security is ranked first as the greatest challenge or issue of cloud computing.
Experience shows that attacks may never be completely prevented or detected accurately and on time.
The Cloud Security Alliance is a non-profit organization formed to promote the use of best practices for providing security assurance within cloud computing. As more and more information on individuals and companies is placed in the cloud, concerns are beginning to grow about just how safe an environment it is. This paper discusses security issues, requirements and challenges that cloud service providers II. EXISTING WORK Cloud computing is a natural evolution of the widespread adoption of virtualization, service-oriented architecture and utility computing. Details are abstracted from consumers, who no longer have need for expertise in, or control over, the technology infrastructure "in the cloud" that supports them.
The relative security of cloud computing services is a contentious issue which may be delaying its adoption. Issues barring the adoption of cloud computing are due in large part to the private and public sectors unease surrounding the external management of security based services.
Organizations have been formed in order to provide standards for a better future in cloud computing services. One organization in particular, the Cloud Security Alliance is a non-profit organization formed to promote the use of best practices for providing security assurance within cloud computing. We categorize the security concerns as: traditional security, availability, third-party data control [7] . 3. Third-party data control:
The legal implications of data and applications being held by a third party are complex and not well understood. There is also a potential lack of control and transparency when a third party holds the data. Part of the hype of cloud computing is that the cloud can be implementation independent, but in reality regulatory compliance requires transparency into the cloud. The major issues faced by Cloud Computing Security can be categorized as follows:
A. Abuse and nefarious use of cloud computing:
Some IaaS providers do not maintain enough security levels so that hackers and spammers can make use of this opportunity. A strict registration and identity checks would be needed, but still privacy laws a serious hindrance.
B. Insecure application programming interfaces:
Cloud providers supply some kind of software interfaces for the customers, weak and user friendly interfaces exposes security issues. The remedy would be strong authentication and access control with encrypted transmission.
C. Malicious insiders:
Higher level of access to an employee can leads to leakage of confidential data. The solution would be strict supply chain management and management practices which include controlling of privileged access. The best practices to handle this situation is using separation of privileges, least privilege, access control systems, alarm systems, administer logging, two factor authentication, codes of conduct, confidentiality agreements, background checks and visitor access.
D. Shared technology vulnerabilities:
Shared on-demand nature of the cloud computing needs virtualization and this technology is being used by the hypervisor to create virtual machines and operating systems.
Any flaws in such hypervisor generate inappropriate access of the platform
E. Data loss/leakage:
Deletion or alteration of records without proper backups and loss of encoding key make the cloud difficult to restore.
Unauthorized access into cloud can leads to data theft and losses.
F. Account, service and traffic hijacking:
Stolen credentials used for this kind attacks on the clouds which are usually taken by phishing, fraud or Denial of Services (DoS). The recommendations would be prohibition of sharing account credentials and two factor authentication techniques.
G. Unknown risk profile:
The reduction of hardware and software may not ensure the security in the cloud computing. An unknown risk profile is the cloud providers unwillingness to provide security logs, audit report and security practices.
H. Information Security:
Security related to the information exchanged between different hosts or between hosts and users. This it is generated or periodically change the key. When the key generated is changed later, then it cause some difficulty for the owner. So at the same time encrypt the data also and this encryption can be done using various encryption algorithms like RSA, Blowfish etc. This can completely prevent the damage of data.
B .Method of implementation
Data should always be encrypted when stored (using separate symmetric encryption keys) and transmitted. If this is implemented appropriately, even if another tenant can access the data, all that will appear is gibberish. Shared symmetric keys for data encryption should be discouraged, yet tenants should be able to access their own encryption keys and change them when necessary. Cloud providers should not have ready access to tenant encryption keys. Data is not persistent in local system. So a Storage account is created with a cryptographic key. This storage account consists of container, Table, Queue. The container has a feature called blob, which is similar to files in Windows.
Blob is created using url:mystorage.blob.core.windows.net/my blobs/my blob. To access the storage once again, we have to use the URL and the cryptographic key. In order to prevent the loss of the key we have to frequently update and change the key. So a method is proposed such that the key and the data have to be encrypted before transmission. For this encryption we can use RSA algorithm or any other algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION
Cloud computing is clearly one of today's most enticing technology areas due, at least in part, to its costefficiency and flexibility. The clouds have different architecture based on the services they provide. The data is stored on to centralized location called data centers having a large size of data storage. The data as well as processing is somewhere on servers. So, the clients have to trust the provider on the availability as well as data security. Before moving data into the public cloud, issues of security standards and compatibility must be addressed. A trusted monitor installed at the cloud server that can monitor or audit the operations of the cloud server. In minimizing potential security trust issues as well as adhering to governance issues facing Cloud computing, a prerequisite control measure is to ensure that a concrete Cloud computing Service Level Agreement (SLA) is put in place and maintained when dealing with outsourced cloud service providers and specialized cloud vendors. Cloud computing promises to change the economics of the data center, but before sensitive and regulated data move into the public cloud, issues of security standards and compatibility must be addressed including strong authentication, delegated authorization, key management for encrypted data, data loss protections, and regulatory reporting.
